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Introduction
In this paper, we intend to show a new construction of the balayage (sweeping 
out) of measures which is one of the central themes in the potential theory. Our 
main tool used here is the noted theorem of Krein-Milman in the theory of general 
linear topological spaces (see [2], [7], etc). Thus, we begin with some detailed 
considerations about a linear normed space H (D^  and its dual (//"(Z)))*, especially 
some compact convex subset M t(D )  in (J^(Z )))* generated by the collection of 
positive measures of norm I  distributed in the closure of considered open set 
D  (§1 ). The next paragraph (§ 2)  is devoted to the general construction of balayage 
for open sets, but the same method is also well applicable to the case of closed 
sets, which is identical with the notion of so-called extremisation owing to M. 
Brelot (§3 ).
Now, from a historical point of view, the balayage theory founded by H. 
Poincare has been recently reconstructed by means of projection method in the 
theory of Hilbert space; the most important work of such a kind is appeared in
H. Cartan [4], and some interesting works of H. Cartan-J. Deny and of J. Deny 
follow it. However, in our present work, it seems very interesting that we can 
find some notable connection between the extreme points of M q(Z)) (or of 
and regular (or resp. stable) boundary-points (§4 ), and as applications of this fact, 
we shall offer an elementary criterion in order that a boundary-point be regular or 
stable (Theorem 17).
§ 5 is devoted to the representation theory and application to Dirichlet’s problem 
in the ordinary or extended form. To obtain the solution, we employ the Banach 
space method here; thus, we are standing in some different position from the 
others.
The same theme of this paper has appeared incompletely in the last half of 
my previous note [ 10], and the present one is the precision and correction of 
that. However, we leave the general notion of superharmonicity to be defined as 
in the first half of [ 10].
Finally, the author wishes to express his gratitude to Professor Dr. M. Inoue 
for his kind and precious guidance throughout the developm.ent of this work.
§ I. Preliminary Theorems
1 . 1 . Prelim inary notions and notations. Let be a locally compact Hausdorff 
space; we assume now that for any open set D d E  there corresponds the family 
S+(D) of functions defined in D (called superharmonic in D') such that:
i)  S+(Z)) forms a positive cone; that is, belongs to S+(D) together 
with /  and g  for any positive numbers a  and i9,
ii) every function of S+(D) is lower semi-continuous in D ,
iii) if D iC D 2(C ^ ) ,  then S+(D2)C S+ (D i),
and there exists a linear operator from S+(D) into positive Radon measures 
distributed in D which satisfies:
A l)  A d is positively linear, i.e, A i ) (a f+ ^ g )= a A D (f )  +  ^ ADCg') for/ , ^eS+(D ) 
and ay /3^0,
A 2)  if D 1C D 2, Ad^Cf )  coincides with the restriction of Ap^ (Z ) in D i for 
every f e 2 ^(0 2 ).^ ^
I f  /eS+(D ) and simultaneously —/cS+(D), then /  is said to be harmonic in D. 
We shall abbreviate A® to A  and call it generalized Laplacian. I f  E  is ^-dimen­
sional Euclidean space for ^ ^ 2 , S+(D) may be adopted as the collection of 
superharmonic functions in D of the usual sense (e.g. of T . Rado [11]), in which 
A (/ )  is defined in such a manner that its restriction in each compact domain
Q2f.
B d E  is the vague limit of the sequence of juj= dx, where dx means
the 2^-dimensional Lebesgue measure and / j6S+(^ ) ^ C ^ /f/// on Az?(/) is
naturally the restriction of A (/ )  in D.
We shall assume moreover that for every positive Radon measure jm distributed 
in E  there corresponds the potential function 0(/ )^ which satisfies;
I )  0 (/ )^ is the function identically infinite or otherwise 0(^ )e S + (^ )  for which 
A<l)(/Jt)=/u and it is harmonic outside of the support o f
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2) Fubini’s formula; (j){fx)dp= Cu')dJUL for another positive measure  ^ in 
E  unless these integrals are meaningless.
3) Modulus (maximal) principle; if /^O  is superharmonic in E  and 0 (/ )^ 
has the following properties that i) (pCjoOdju (the energy o f  fi) is finite and ii) 
0 (/ «)^/  on a kernel o f  then this inequality ii) takes place in the whole E.
4) I f  K  is compact in E , we have a measure ;i distributed in E —K, whose
1) About these fact, refer to my previous paper [10] §2, p. 59~60.
2) designates the class of functions having continuous partial derivatives up to the order 
2. About the assertion, see [10], ibid., 4. 6, p. 68~69, and N. Bourbaki [I ],  the article 
on the localisation of measures, p. 67~69. (About the notation/, refer to the footnote 9).
3) We call such X  that =O a kernel of pb, distinguishing from the support which
is the intersection of all closed kernels of 1 1 ; the support is always uniquely determined.
potential is equal to I  at least on K  and in E. For two distinct
points x ,y ^ K , there exists such p. distributed in E - K  that ^(Ju)Cx) ¥^(f>(ju)(y').
5) Let /^O  be a continuous function with compact support K (Z E ; for given 
£>0 and a neighborhood U  of K, there exists a Radon measure jul of composed type 
such that |/(a:) —(^ (/^ ) I <e, is continuous in E  and vanishes in E —U.
As an example of such E, we can take primarily the 7^ -dimensional Euclidean 
space R^C^n'^S') with Newtonian potential (cited as Example ^?)); denoting the 
Euclidean distance by r(^x,y),
r ( n ! 2 ')
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r^-^Cx,y')d/i(y\ N ^ = -
Another example of E  is the open unit circle UI <1 in the complex number plane 
Z 2 with logarithmic potential (cited as Example ^ )), i.e.
l~ x y^Cju)  ( x )  = log d/iCy') .
Next, we enumerate some linear topological spaces of measures and functions 
whicth shall be made use of successively in the later discussions. For a given 
measurable X  in E, we define:
Co (X )=Space of all continuous functions with compact support in X,
C (X )  (or C ^ i(X )) ^space of all bounded (resp. uniformly) continuous functions 
defines in X,
Loo (X )=Spaceo f all bounded functions defined in X, vanishing at the infinity; 
that is, each /e Loo ( X )  is characterized as such a function that for any given e> 0  
there exists a compact F a O X  outside of which |/(^)|<s,
C o o (X )= L o o (X )H C (X ),
( X ) =  collection of all positive Radon measure defined in X,
3 )K X ) =Space of all Radon measure defined in X ; in other words, it is just 
the linear envelope of ^ ^ (X )  over the real field.
Assume always 0 (/ )^ fLoo(L^) for any ju with compact support.
The first three spaces C o (X ), C (X )  and CuCX') form Banach spaces with res­
pect to the uniform norm (simultaneously, they form Banach algebras, which in­
dicates some significance in regard to the functional representation). I f  X  is 
compact, these three coincide with each other.
As the topology of we adopt as is customarily done the so-called vague
topology, that is the topology of simple convergence in C o (X ), then 9}^(X) is the 
toplogical dual of C o (X ). Next Lemma shall be useful in our future work.
Lem m a I. I f  K d E  is compact, the collection o f  such that
WjuW=I is vaguely compact {abhrev. v-compact'), and i f  F d E  is closed, the collec­
tion o f  such that is also v-compactX)
To see the first half, it is sufficient to remark that the unit function, =  1 
on K , is contained in the latter half shall be refered to N. Bourbaki [1]^^
taking notice of the fact that is complete for the uniform structure deduced
from the vague topology.
I. 2. Linear normed space H (J)') and its dual, In this section, we shall be 
occupied to study the linear normed space H (D )  defined below and its dual 
(H (P ))"^ , especially the unit sphere 5’* of (JT(Z)))*. These studies contribute us 
simultaneously to construct the balayage, to criticize the regular boundary-points, 
and to give a new method for Dirichlet problem: we shall start with the
D e fin it io n  I. Let D  be a given open set in E  with the compact closure D  and 
boundary dD. H (D ) denotes a linear normed space consisting o f  the restrictions 
in D  o f  all bounded potentials (^jm) fo r  ixeW (E—D ), in which the norm is defined 
by
(1 .1 ) ll/IU-supJ/(;^)|, f e H (D ) .
X^D
H q( P )  denotes a linear sub space o f  H (D ) consisting only o f  those which are 
continuous in D, i.e. H ^(D ) H (D )^ C (D ) .
We use sometimes the same letter (J)(Ijl) ^ B ( E )  with /U ieW (E -D ) for its re­
striction in D, that is, an element in H (D )  so far as no confusion would occur, 
where B (E )  denotes the space of all bounded potentials in E.
Every function of H (D )  is obviously harmonic in D.
D e f in it io n  2. (H (D ))"^  denotes the dual space o f  H (D ),  in which we shall 
always take the weak topology as f  unctionals, that is, topology o f  simple conver­
gence in H (D ).
The weak topology thus defined is called w~^-topology of (H (D ))'^ , for which 
every elements of H (D )  acts as a continuous function on (H (D )) '^ .  The unit 
sphere 5 ’* of (H (D ))*  is zi;*-compact (S. Kakutani’s theorem), which is an easy 
consequence of the fact that a product of compact spaces is compact.
Now, denoting by ^JlJ(Z)) the collection of measures e3}^(Z)) with norm I, we 
define for each //e2}^J(Z)) a linear functional ix^  on H (D )  in the following man­
ner;
(1.2) l T ( f ) ^ [ f d i i ,  f e H (D ) .
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t?) Ily^ll denotes the norm of measure jjl, i. e. ^ \d{ju\.
4) Prop. 7, Corollary 2 to Prop. 8, § 2, Chap. Ill, and Prop. 6, § 3, Chap. III.
Owing to the property 4) of potential we see that H(D^  has the unit function 
l(ix^ (l(ix ') =  l  for all Xe Dy, the collection MJ(Z)) of such fu n c tion a lsd e fin ed  by 
(I , 2)  for / i e forms a convex subset in the unit sphere 5"* of (/Z(Z)))*, 
hence its z^;*-closure (O ') is also convex and ^ ;^*-compact, that is, regularly con­
vex in the sense of Krein-Smulian. Thus, the Krein-Milman’s extreme points 
theorem is applicable to M j(Z )); M j(Z )) possesses sufficiently many extreme points 
whose closed convex hull coincides with M j(Z )) its e lf .D e n o t in g  the set of all 
extreme points of M j(Z )) by Ext, M j(Z )), we can translate the above result into 
the following expression:
Theorem I. F o r any /ie9}^J(Z)), and e > 0 , we can select a finite
number o f  /jc^eExt. MJ"(D) such that
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(1.3 )
where J lm  =  I  and .
fdjLL—'E .aifTlif') <£ ,
Remark: We denote by iT  a general element of Mo^(Z)), otherwise a limit 
element of M j(Z )) which is not defined primitively by ( 1 . 2), distinguishing from 
any other element iT  just contained in M j(Z )) itself.
An argument quite analogous to the one we discussed above shows that for 
every measure /^e5}^J(Z)) ( 1. 2) defines also a linear functional /i* of norm I on 
/Zo(Z)), i.e. /^*6 (jfZo(Z)))*, and the collection M o (D )  of such is compact and 
convex with respect to the w;*-topology in (/Zo(Z)))*, where (Z7o(Z)))* means the 
dual space of ZiZo(Z)). It is easily seen that the w^-topology of (ZZo(Z)))* is com­
patible with the topology reduced from that of (/Zi^Z)))*, considering (Z^)(Z )))* as a 
residue space of (/Z(Z)))*.
It remains us to prove the compactness of M *(Z )), but it follows easily from 
the fact that /Zo(Z)) is a subspace of C (Z )) and the application from ^JtJ(Z))
to M t ( P )  is uniformly continuous.
We see next that, according to the restriction from (/Z(Z )))* into (/Zq(Z)))*, 
to each element /uT of MJ(Z)) a certain M ^ (D ) corresponds uniquely (we shall 
call such /i* the projection of juT in M^(J)')')^ and also to each /i* there exist by defi­
nition some corresponding measures of ^IJ(Z)); among those, we can find at least 
one measure I ieW l(D ) which is a vague Iim itof some subsequence of {/ja}, where 
//A converges to /T in (/Z(Z)))*, Such p. is called a basic measure of [T , But the 
correspondence is not unique, since so is and also the inverse cor­
respondence is naturally multi-valued.
5) Finite convex combinations of extreme points, YjXijTi with and //,7 being
extreme in M l (D ) ,  are dense in M l ( D )  with respect to the Z/i;*-topology.
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SBfJ(Z)). M t(Jf) M iiD ')^— projection —-- -
 ^ --- basic measure --- --- ---
We can however prove that if ix is an extreme point of M l (D ) ,  jjt is uniquely 
corresponding to / f  (Theorem 2 below); before going to this, we shall prepare a 
very important
Lem m a 2. M ^ (D )  is characterized as such a collection o f  /UTeQH(D))^ that
i) juT is positive, that is, i f  f e H ( D )  is in D, we have //'"(/)^0,
ii) 11/^ 11-1.
Proof. Since every f i e M q(JD) satisfies evidently the conditions i) and ii) 
above, it is sufficient to prove that, if /Te has the property i), /T belongs neces­
sarily to M q( P ) .  To see this, suppose now it were not so, then since M ^ (D )  is 
regularly convex, there exists an element f e H ( D )  for which
sup_ i^ '^Cf)=h<juT(f).
M K D )
Putting f o = f —h, we have v'"(/o )=v^(/ )—/z^O for every iTeM q( D )  (hence 
for VeDU^J(D)), so that /o(x)^0 for all xeD\ on the other hand, / r C f o )^ /T C f )  
~ h > 0  (since /TeS"^ implies ju T (l )^ l  and hence / j r C h )= h /T ( l )^ h ) ,  which con­
tradicts with the condition ii). Thus, Lemma 2 is completely proved.
In passing, we shall make a slight remark that in above Lemma the condition 
i) may be well replaced by that / T ( I ) = I .
T h eo rem  2. I f  /uTeExt. M q ( D ) ,  then its basic measure ix is uniquely deter­
mined and is equal to a point measure of total mass +1 (Dirac measure) placed 
on a certain point o f D .
Proof. V )  Let jux- j^uT in (H (D ) ) '^  and v a g u e ly ;®) suppose now that /n
is not a point measure and the support of pt contains at least two mutually 
distinct points Xi and Then, owing to the property 4) of potential, there exists 
certainly such a measure ( E - K )  for a certain compact K  containing D in
its interior that (t)(u)(xi)i=^(l)(v)(x2). Since (^(v) is continuous in D, we can take 
such neighborhoods V (Xi) of X i ( i= l ,  2) that
(1.4) sup \ (I)(P) ( x i ) - ( l ) ( p ) ( x 2)\>e ,  x -€V (xO y
for a sufficiently small e(e. g. s<-^^I^(i^)(xi)-~<f>(i^)(x2)  I ) ;  here, it is evident that
V (x i ) r \ V (x 2)  is void.
6) Assume that and a sub-sequence {//,a} of {/ir} converges to /jb (by definition); then
{/6a} converges to fjT also. A  similar argument shows 6 )bis essentially.
2°) Denoting the restrictions of //a in V  ix i )  by for /=1,2, we can
select sub-sequences {(a«aOT} of (Cz^a)D and {(//aO?) of {(/ja)2) simultaneously,^) bis 
such that (//a07 converges to a certain in S’* for each i. By hypothesis, basic 
measures juli of /uTi and /j.2 of /il are not null; since ((/^aOT+(/^a')?) is positive 
for every X', the limit //" — (/ii+z/J) is also positive on H^D '). Setting 
^ 2—/121^2 for / i7 (l)(/ = l, 2), and ^3==Cju^—Cjui+/ji2')')/a3 for a3 =  l  — (a i+ a 2') 
(but if juT-- CjLti+ju'2') =^ O and hence as—O, we should put /Js=O), we have /5i, JU2'' and 
/SSeMJ (ZJ), and
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( 1 . 5)  juT—a if i i+ 0:2^ 2+ azfiLz,
(/^ 2/0:2)  = ^ 2((^(v)).By (1.4) above, we have ^ i(0 (v ))  =
so that Thus, '^^  =  (<^i/(l—m ))/5 i+ (^1:2/ (1 —0:3) )/52 is an inner point of the
segment combining /5i and /^2, therefore refering to (1.5) 11 could not be extreme, 
which is contradictory to the assumption.
3°) Suppose next (i has at least two basic measures (ii and /^2; the result 
just obtained above shows that both ii\ and 112 are point measures and, as is seen 
in 1°), there exists such f  ^  that for the supporting points Xi of
I f*
//;(f= l,2 ), from which it follows that i x i f ) — fdtX2—ii
this is absurd. Thus, the first half of Theorem is proved, which completes our proof.
Let T  be the set C 5  such that for each x^T there exists at least one element 
of E xt. M lQ D ) having as its basic m easure,w h ile  To a subset of F  consisting 
of all such X that eZ^Ext. M q (D ). Every point contained in Fo is called regu lar 
( it  should be noticed that x^F  does not mean eZ^Ext. M q (D ) unless is regular; 
for instance, in the noted example given by H. Lebesgue the original point OeF  
but not eTo).
C o r o lla r y . I f  x e F  — Fo, it must be xedD.
P roo f. Let be a basic measure of fieE x t. M ^ (D ) and iTx-^iT (in ( i7 ( i ) ) ) * )  
and Iix-^ 11 vaguely; suppose now to be an inner point of D  and take a neigh­
borhood V (X )  of such that V (x )C .D . By assumption, we see that (fix)
fd in x ) -E-U \f\\o.\^  d(fix)E'-u{^-^0. Since every f e H (D )  is
continuous in U (x ) ,  we have f  (X)==Um __djux^lim fd(juLx)w(:^=j!jr(f), so that
a U(x) X
contradicting with the fact x e F -F o .
Remark: Throughout this paragraph, it would be rather pertinent to use 
directed systems than sequences, but still in later discussions we shall be content 
with the latter so far as circumstances permit.
7) £x denotes the point measure of total mass +1 placed on
§ 2. Construction of Balayage.
2. 1 . General construction o f balayage. • The method we actually use here for 
constructing the balayage of measures seems peculiar in such a point that its prin­
ciple is essentially based upon the linear topological space theory. Especially, the 
Krein-Milman S theorem plays again an important role concerning about the discus­
sion of regular boundary-points.
We have seen earlier (Thr. I )  that for any there exists a collection
of finite linear convex aggregates of extreme points verifying ( 1 .3 )  in accordance 
with given feH C D ) and e > 0 ; varying f  and e, such collections constitute a base 
of filter SfX in M j (P ) .  Since M l(U )  is z(;*-compact, an ultrafilter (maximal filter) 
containing converges to an element /Xf in M j(Z )), for which it holds
( 2. 1 )  / ^ X / ) - M / )  for all / € ^ (D ) ;
this implies directly that fT —fXp ^  , so that jur coincides with jUr fo ra  certain
(it may be that fir is equal to fx itself).
On the other hand, let [Dp] be a family, countable or not, of open sets in D  
with respect to the relative topology induced in Z), such that for all ^ and
where Denote next by M j(Z )p ) the collection of /jT such ^ ___
that jueWlCDp), then the w*-closure M l(D p ) of M^^Dp) is evidently convex and 
^ ;^*-compact. We see easily Ext. M i (^D)CZMq ((Dp) and therefore all linear convex 
aggregates of extreme points (a fortiori, those which appear in ( 1 .3 ) )  are con­
tained in M q(D p)  for all p, so that in HpMJ (Z>p). Finally, is considered as 
contained UpMj(Z)p) R M J(D ), which implies that fir is necessarily distributed in
r * .
T h eorem  3. Such a /jtr satisfies
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( 2. 1) ' fd u =  dfxr fo r  all f e H (D ) .
We shall call such /ip as verifies (2.1) or (2.1)^ and is distributed in a bala- 
yaged measure of fi, which is not necessarily unique since it depends upon the 
selection of ultrafilter which contains .
The version of this Theorem appropriates to potentials takes the following 
Theorem  3.^^  ^ 0 ( ^ ) = : 0 (^ ^ ) eveywhere in E - D  and excepting a set o f  capa­
city O on dD. I f  fjLr is distributed on dD and i f  </)(jUr) is bounded, then
(2 .2 ) (f>(M)^(l>(j^r) everywhere in E.
Here, a set X  is called “ o f capacity O ” if X  admits no positive measure v 
such as 0(v ) would be bounded.
’\) E  completely regular, since it is locally compact.
P roo f o f Theorem 3^ ®^. The first part is somewhat trivial; in fact, for any 
x e E —D, 0 (0  is bounded on D, i.e. therefore
■>
(J)Qe^dfir =  The second part is verified as follows; suppose first that
(f)C/i)>(J)O-Ir) on a set X d d D  not of capacity 0, then there exists a positive mea­
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sure V on X  such that (j) Qv) e H(^D), so that (t)(y)dfi= (l)<illr')du =
contradicting with ( 1 . 6 ) This shows that (f)C/i) ^ (I)Cfir) on 3D excepting a set 
of capacity 0. Suppose next that 0(/j)<0(/^r) on a set Y d d D  not of capacity 0, 
then an analogous arguments to above leads us also to a contradiction, which 
guarantees the assertion. The last half is more briefly obtained; that is, from the 
result just obtained above, we have 0(/i)=0(/ir) on a kernel of fin from which we 
conclude that (t)QjUi)' (^l)Cfir) everywhere in E  owing to the maximal principle of 
potentials (see 1.1). Thus, Theorem 3^ ®^ is completely proved.
As is noted before, a balayaged measure is in general not unique, but we 
have two important cases where it is uniquely determined (as it is or under some 
restrictions); we state the matters in the following form:
Theorem 4. i ) I f  xe Fo, ( e j r  is uniqely determined and equal to itself. 
ii) I f  [Ir and /j'r are balayaged measures of the same pieWK^D), both of which 
are distributed in dD and have bounded potentials ^Cjur) and ^(/I'r), then it holds 
that IJLr=I^r-
Proof, i) (i£x)r=eZ^Ext. M t (D )  by hypothesis, so that (O r  is a point mea­
sure by Theorem 2, i.e. (O r= ^ y fo ra  certain jy e D, therefore e^—ej or equivalently 
f C x )= f C y ) for all f e  H(^D). This implies x = y  owing to the property 4) of 
potential, 1.1.
ii) By Theorem 3^ ®^, we have 0(A«r) ==0(A«r) on dD excepting a set of capacity 
0, and so on kernels of both /utr and /I'r, from which it follows simultaneously 
0(A«r)^0(/«f) and (l)CMr)'^(l>CMr) eveywhere in E  by means of the maximal principle, 
therefore (f)(jur) =  (I)C^r) everywhere in E. This means jUr=Mr-^^
2.2. The case in which FddD . More abundant results will be obtained 
under some restricted situation: we assume first that
*> F  is contained in dD.
In the case of Newtonian potential a) in R^Cn~^3) or of logarithmic potential b) 
in the open unit circle in cited in 1.1, the condition * ) is evidently fulfiled. In 
fact, let a: be an inner point of D, Scc a sphere with center a: such that J lxd D , 
and Xx the spherical measure of total mass + 1 uniformly distributed on the sur­
face of So;. Now, if x eF ,  then it must be that xeF^  (since ^reinterior of D ) by 
Corollary to Theorem 2, that is eZ^Ext. M j(D ); every f e H Q D )  being harmonic in
8) In fact, we have (j)(_i>^djLor= |*^(/ir)<iy == (p(,/z'r)du=^^ (pKu)djj '^r for all bounded potential 
cf)(j;); refering to the property 5) of potential, we conclude that / ir= /ir .
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D  in the ordinary sense, we have
fdlx for all f  ,
Take a point z e E —D  and draw such a sphere Sa with center 2 as intersects 
with So;, for which neither is of capacity 0. Denot­
ing the restrictions of ^  in by Xi Ci=1,2 ), we see easily
=  y
in which i-e. This implies that e* is an inner point
of M qCD), contradicting with the assumption. Thus, * )  is proved.
Now, under this assumption * ) Theorem 3^ ®^ and the last half of Theorem 4 
are resumed as in the following
T h eorem  5. I f  ^Cfir) is bounded, juLr is uniquely determined and (/)Cid^(l>CMr) 
everywhere in E. I f  0(/ )^ is bounded and jul is distributed in dD, then /x=/xr. 
From this Theorem, we have directly:
C o r o l l a r y .  I f  0(/^r) is bounded, CMr)r=/Jtr-
2. 3. Extension of balayage and proper balayage. Hereafter, we proceed in 
adopting the assumption *) and, to develop the theory more finely, the further 
conditions for potentials in addition to the five ones 1 )^ 5 ) in 1. 1, that:
6) For every potential 0(//), /meW'^CE), there exists a sequence of continuous 
potentials Xi^W-^CE), such that
7) Conversely, if is any increasing sequence of potentials
such that (j)CXi) (^J)Ciul)  for some then Iim (J)QXd defines a potential of a
i
certain positive measure v, i.e.
These conditions 6 )^7 ) are well verified in Examples a) and b) cited in 1.1, 
see e.g. H. Cartan [4] and also Appendix I at the end of this paper.
Now, at first, we shall restrict ourselves within the case where D  is regularly 
open, i.e. D=intD.^^^ Then, we see at once d D = d D  and that if 0(a<), //e^^J(D), 
is bounded, so is also. Indeed, since the potential function of a positive
measure is lower semi-continuous (by the superharmonicity), we have (J)QjUr)Qx) 
^ l i m  (J)Q/jir)Cy) =  Ijm (J)Cju)(y)^K  for every xedD  and y e E —D, so that 0(A<r) is
y ^ x  y-^x
bounded on a kernel of jur and hence everywhere in E. Thus, we see in this case 
(J)CjLir) is uniquely determined and (J)Cfir) (^J)Cfi) for every fi with bounded 0(/ )^.
Next, we shall define belayage for measures in ^t+(Z)) and 5DKD). For every 
fjLeW~^CD) with bounded (J)Cfi)^  we put
(2.3) fir=afir, for a;=||/i||and li=fila,
9) The symbol indicates that and Iim as a pointwise limit.
10) We denote hereafter by in tX  the interior of X.
in which it is clear that and jULr is uniquely determined since so is
(see the above argument). Let assuming ^=/11-/12 for
with bounded O*=1 ,2) ;  then we define
(2. 3)' =  (/^ 1)  r ~  (/^ 2)  r •
For thus extended balayaged measures, we have the linearity; +  
=ajur +  ^ }^ r for any real a  and /5 so far as these are uniquely determined.
Next, let be a convex cone in B {E ') consisting of all such
that For any (;^(v)6^ + (£ ’), put
(2. 4) Vf =  (vd) r +  I^ is-D f
or
(2 .4 )' 0 (j^)r==0( (v r ) )r )+  0(l^ 2S7-p))
where indicates the restrsition of in X  (compact or open). Clearly, <?^ (i^ )r 
(=<^(i^r)) is in together with 0(v ) and moreover ^Cp')r belongs to HCDX
According to the above argument about juLr, we establish the fundamental relations 
for such /r, feB ^C E '), as follows;
T h e o re m  6. i )  f ^ f r  everywhere in E, ii) / =  f r  in E - D  and on OD except­
in g  a set o f  capacity 0, and iii) i f  f e H(^D), f  coincides with f r -
We shall now consider the case of general (relatively compact) D : To do it, 
we need to make another assumption, which is proved to be valid in Examples a), 
b), cited in 1 .1  (about the proof, see H. Cartan [3], p. 88)  and plays an im­
portant role in the balayage theory of H. Cartan himself [4], such that;
if ju\-^ juo vaguely for jutx, / «o f^ ^ (£ ) with their energies uniformly bounded.
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then we have (j)(i/jL)d/io for any /^e5Q^(£^) with finite energy.
For given D, take a sequence of such regularly open sets DjiD j=^int D ) as 
D jd D j+ i and U jD j= D ,  and denote for any jae'TltCD') with bounded 0 (/i) the y-th 
balayage of ju with respect to Dj in the sense of (2.4) by juj and the vague limit 
of {juj} by JUr. Then we see immediately that such obtained jutr is necessarily dis­
tributed in dD  and satisfies
^ijLl)^(f)CjLl]')^(f) (/^ 5+1)  ^  (f) )  
in virtue of the lower semi-continuity of application On the other hand.
11) The application is lower semi-continuous with respect to the vague topo­
logy; Hm4)(yM,)^^(y). This comes from the fact that every potential is lower semi-
continuous and represented as in an integral form;
^^ix,y)dju>(y), y) =(P(Sx)Cy) =(P^SyXx)- 
Refer to Theorem 3 in [10].
owing to the above assumption ** ), we have f  dfx=^f d/j.j (for each j ' ) ~  f  dfir 
for every f e  H(^D) ^ so that p.r is a balayaged measure of jjl ( i f  D  is regularly open, 
thus defined fXr is identical with the preceeding one). As <^ (/^ r) is bouned (< (^/ r^) 
such JUr is uniquely determined.
Using such jutr, we can define also the balayage for any measure of 5}^(Z)) 
and hence of under the bounded condition as analogically as in (2. 3) and
(2. 3)  ^ Also for any an analogue as (2 .4 ) and (2 .4 ) ' is quite valid.
Thus, we are now ready to define the proper balayage, which is achieved in 
the following manner; we begin with
L e m m a  3. Let f  and g  be in i5+(£'), then f ^ g  implies that f r '^ g r .
In fact, we have directly f r = f  ^ g = S r  in E - D  and on OD excepting a set 
of capacity 0. Assume now g=(j)(v'), then /r^^^(i^)r —0 (vr) on a kernel of Pr and 
hence in virtue of the maximal principle f r ^ g r  in E, from which follows Lemma 
3.
For a given put
(2.5 ) frd fi for all feBXE'),^^^
then Lu is linearly prolonged to a linear positive functional on ; the positivity
may be assured in such a way that if f —g^O  for f,geB^(^E^, then it yields that 
f r —g r^ O  (by Lemma 3) and so Lju,(/—^ )^ 0 . Refering to the property 5) of 
potential, 1.1, such Lfx defines a uniquely determined positive Radon measure jur 
in E  (w e owe this fact to a Proposition of N. Bourbaki).^^^
Such is necessarily distributed in dD', in fact, let first /o be in Co(Z)) with 
compact support K od D , then by the property 5) of potential, 1.1, for any neigh­
borhood U  of K q such that U d D  and positive number e we can choose g ^ B (E )  
vanishing at the outside of U  and verifying \fo—g\<s  in E, for which we have
■a
Lfj^Cg')— grdju=^0 (le t g = (j>CP2'), i^/e5!J (^Z)) for / = 1 , 2, then it vanishes at 
t
the outside of U, so that and hence (vi)r==(v2) r ) ,  therefore |Lia(/o)|<£ and,
e being arbitratry, LixQ fo)-^. By the same reasoning, we have L,a(/>}.)=0 for all 
U ^C oC E ^D '),
L e m m a  4. Let gieB^C^E') fo r  f = l ,2 , “-*, and assume that g i/ ^ fe B -^(E ), then
( .g d r/ fr .
P roo f. Accorcing to the sequence {^J, { (^ f )r )  is also increasing by Lemma
3, so that owing to the assumption 7), 2.3, /^ =  Iim (^Or is also in B^{E^. For
i
every D ) with (f)Cu) e B (^^E~) (more precisely, e ^ (Z ) ) ) ,  we have
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12) Owing to the above argument, such functional L ij. is uniquely determined.
13) N. Bourbaki [I ],  Prop. 2, §2, Chap. III.
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frdi^ = /c/v—Iim (.gdrdv^
hdv, so that f r ~ h  in E - D  excepting a set of capacity O and hence on a
kernel of fr\  by the maximal principle, we conclude f r ^ h  everywhere in E, 
but h ^ f r  is evident, which proves Lemma 4 completely.
Now, for every there exists in B^QE') a sequence [g i ) , each gi
being continuous, such that g i/ f ,  as quoted in the assumption 6), 2. 3. Using the 
above Lemma, we see
■»
Zrdju=^lim (^gi)rdju=limL^.(igd
thus, we can formulate 
(2. 6) =
=Iim
»•
fd/ir
g  id Iir = fd/ ir.
and moreover (by Theorem 6, i i i ) )
(2. 7) fduL= f d f l r
for all feB ^C E \
for all f e H iU ) .
T h e o re m  7. Such jur is one o f  balayaged measures o f  Therefore,
i f  (Ir is unique, it must be jur^Mr-
It is sufficient to prove the Theorem in the case where indeed,
(2 .7 ) shows /T=JUr'^ in M qQD'), so that ju? fulfils (2 .3 ) as a matter of course; as 
is noted before, /up is distributed in (which is just equal to OD in the present 
case). Thus, these two facts guarantee the assertion.
We call thus obtained ju? properly balayaged measure of /i, but hereafter if 
we say merely the balayaged measure (with definite article), we shall always 
mean such i i r , while each iir is distinguished by calling a general balayaged mea~ 
sure if necessary. The operation is called balayage.
The balayaged measure has the following properties;
T h e o re m  8. Let jur be the balayaged measure o f  then we have
oc) (I)Cju)=(I)C^jU?') in E - D  and on OD except a set o f  capacity 0,
0) ^Cju)^(I)C jUr) everywhere in E.
P roo f, a )  is clear from Theorem 3^ ®^ and Theorem 7. /9) is proved as fol­
lows; according to the assumption for each x e E  there exists a sequence of con­
tinuous (and hence bounded) potentials 0 (^0 » €5}^(£ ‘), such that (J)Qd/ (j)(^ ex), so 
that
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=  Iim
^ lim  (j)iXddfji 
i t
t
which proves 0 ).
Finally, we observe a characterization property of /mr, which is answered as 
follows:
T h eo rem  9. jmr is characterized as a measure o f  whose potential
(I)CjUr) is the minimum among all o f  (I^v), p^W-^(dD), which fu lf i l  the condition
a ) in Theorem  8. I f  ^Cju) is hounded, is also characterized as a mea­
sure o f  W-^<iE~D), whose potential is the maximum among all other (P(^ d)  f o r  
v^W-^QE—D ) such that
P roo f. With the same notations in the proof of Theorem 9, we see that for 
each i
(l){Xi)dlir= C(I)(Xi)) rdjU=  ^ (l>Clx)dCXi)
(I)MdCXdr (by a ) )
C(l)CXi))rdpS (l)CXi)dv,
from which (])Cjur)Cx)^(l)Cp)(x); since jUr itself satisfies the condition a ), the first 
half of the Theorem is proved. The last half is easily obtained by a simple fact 
that (I>M^(I>Cm)  =  (I)CjUr) in E - D  and on dD excepting a set of capacity O and so 
on a kernel of v,
2.4. The case o f  non relatively compact D. In this section, we shall in­
vestigate the balayage for an open D  such that E - D  is non-void and OD is com­
pact. But, D  itself is assumed not to be relatively compact. Then, we stand in 
some different situation from the preceding section. Indeed, is not vaguely
compact (as is easily seen, the measure null is adherent to ^^J(D) if D  extends 
to the infinite; roughly speaking, if XieD  runs to the infinite as i — > +  ^ ,  then 
Sa; converges to O vaguely), and HCD), leaving its definition to Definition I, con­
tains no constant function. These two are the most notable differences. Such 
being the case, it would be convenient to make the one point compactification of 
D}'^  ^ Let Do. be such compactification of D, denoting the additional point by 0, 
and put Doo=^D^d. On the other hand, we adjoint the identity I  to HCD) and
14) See, e.g. L. H. Loomis [8], §2, Chap. I.
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denote by i^(Z)oo) a normed linear space generated from H(^U) and the unit func­
tion I  (l(jj[:) =  l  on Z)). It is easily seen that every function of HC^ Doo') is well 
prolonged up to 0, verifying and
( 2. 8)  = Z W = O  for all fe H C D \
since we have H(^D)CLLoo(P).
Now, is generated, taking vague limits, by and the point
measure eg (o f total mass + 1)  placed on 6, and is vaguely compact and
convex. The collection Mj(Z)co), of such bounded linear functionals /jT , 
as is defined by
( 1 . 2) ' _ fd/ji, feH C D ^ ).
is convex, hence the w'^-c\osuve MJ(Doo) in (if(D oo ))*  is w*-compact and convex, 
for which the Krein-Milman’s theorem is also applicable.
In order to have the analogical argument as before, we need to assume:
For arbitrary two points x and yi Do. distinct each other, there exists such 
a / I^ m K E -D -) that
Then, replacing E, » { ; (5 ),  HiD) and MJ(O) by E„=E^d, 9Jf5(5u), ^(Z3„), 
and Mo (Z^ oo) respectively, we can see easily that the whole theory contained in
I. 2 is well revised completely, and consequently we get also general balayaged 
measures iXoo of [ieWlC^D) in the sense of 2. 1, assuming F d d ^ dD. Let /ir be the 
restriction of one of these /ioo in dD (/ioo may be distributed in O^dD  in general); 
for such a ;ir, we see that Theorems are all true, since fe H ^ D )  vanishes
at d and hence
(2. 9) fd n ri — _ fdjuoo) for all feH Q D ).
This admits us to construct the properly balayaged measure of /^ , dis­
tributed in dD, in the quite same manner as in 2 .2^ 2.3. Theorems 7-^8 are then 
completely valid.
However we have
(2. 10) djm=^ d flr  ,
and if jul is distributed in A  we have exactly 
( 2. 10) '  [d f x > [d f f r .
15) This assumption #) is well held in with Newtomian potential (Example « ) ) ;
the locus of equidistant points from x and y forms a hypersurface in whose inter­
section with E - D  is at least of Lebesgue measure null, while E - D  itself is not so.
In fact, let  ^ be a measure distributed in a certain compact KZ)dD, whose 
intersection with the support of ix is void, such that 0(^)=1 on K  and
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in E —K\ we have then Zz= I-^Q r) ei^(Z)co) and so that idtx-d/x?)
hCd/j.—dixr)>0 since <l)CXr)d/i— (l>(iX?)d/ji°r by (2.9)and hdju> h d /J lr= 0  .
Such phenomenon does not occur in the case of a relatively compact Dy io r
which we have always d/x= d/ir, since HQD) contains the unit function.
§3. The Case of Compact Sets: Extremisation.
3.1. Balayage in the case o f compact sets. Let iT be a compact set in E. 
By analogy to Definition I, we define H (K )  as a normed linear space consisting 
of the restrictions in K  of all such that v is distributed in E -K y  with
respect to the norm
( 3 . 1 )  I I Z l I i i r = S U P  I / ( X )  I .
If the interior of Ky intK, is a non-trivial (open) set, we see easily that HQK)  
is a linear subspace of i^(Z>) for D =in tK . An arguement exactly analogous to 
that we used in the preceding sections allows us to define M iC K ) and Ext. 
AfJ(iT) again, for which by replacing the letter D hy K  Theorems I, 2 and Lem­
ma 2 remain valid. However, in order to avoid any confusion, we shall use the 
notations V, Vo, and instead of F, To and /j.r respectively. Then, Theorem 3 
is also valid and stated as follows:
Theorem  10. Let fibe in W-^CK) and jur a balayaged measure o f ix\ we have
then
(3 .2 ) fd tx= fdixr fo r  all feH CK)y
and moreover
(3 .3 ) 0 (> « )= 0 C «f) outside o f K.
It should be noticed that in the present case Theorem 3^ ®^ is not valid and 
even if 0(/^r) is bounded; fXfr is not uniquely determined in general, since 0(/^r) 
does not belong to HCK).
We prepare a lemma for later use:
Lemma 5. Assume intK  not to be void) i f  ix has the support contained in 
intK, then (f>CM)^ (l>CMr) everywhere in E.
In fact, 0(/ )^ is continuous in E —intK  and so bounded in dK\ for every 
xed K  it holds that
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y ^ x  y->x
y € E ~K
■»
Thus, on a kernel of jUfz and (J)CjULf,)djuif, must be finite so that by the
maximal principle for potentials it follows the assertion.
Take now a sequence of relatively compact open sets {D j} such that Dj+iC.Dj 
and U D j= K .  For a given jxeW^CK), considering jie '^llCD j), let us denote a ba­
layaged measure of jj. in D j by jXj for each j. Since 9)^J(Z)i) is vaguely compact, 
the sequence {jij) has such a sub-sequence {jXj^ c) that jijic converges to a certain 
measure ji^ which is necessarily distributed in BK. An analogue of the proof of 
Theorem 8 for jXp shows that is also a balayaged measure of the present sense. 
Let jx and p be arbitrary in 5}K(iT); as ^CjjO^^Cjij) by Lemma 5, we see
(J)CjJLr) dp-^lim  
J
(J)CiJ‘j)dp
—Iim f  (J)Cjij)dp°pr (by (3 .3 ))^  (J)Cjddp^• 
j J
Replacing ji and p  mutually, we get
(3.4) (J)Cjif)dp= (J)Cji)dpr.
On the other hand, one sees easily 0(//p)^ Iim 0(//j)^0(/^) everywhere in E.
J
Summarizing these, we have the following.
T heorem  11. jxr is the balayaged measure, uniquely determined, o f jieW iCK ) 
Cor more generally, o f  jxeW-^CK)), whose potential (J)Cjif) has the following pro­
perties;
(3.5)
(J>C/ir) =  ^ Cjd outside o f K, 
(J>C/i)^^C/ir) everywhere in E.
It remains us to prove the uniqueness of ji^; suppose now another jXr verifies 
the above conditions (3.4) and (3.5), and for an arbitrary (J>Cp)^ B ^ C E ) decompose 
it into (J)Ci^ ) =  (J)Cpic) +  (J>CPE-K)y then we have
(J)Cp)  djir = (J)CPK)djtr~^ (J)Cfif) dp E-R
(J>CCl^lc)f)d jl+ J (J)CfOdPE-K
n
(^ C P 'k )d jlf \-  ^ C f lv )  d P E -K
(J)Cp)djf!f,
» n
from which it follows that fd jx }=  fdjlf, for every f e B C E ) .  Owing to the pro-
perty 5)  of potential, we conclude completing the proof.
We call such ixv the balayaged measure or, according to M. Brelot’s terminology, 
the extremal measure of /^ . Of course, by analogue to we are enable to define 
the extremal measure of any of and hence of
A  characterization of jaeT l^ (K ) , is contained in:
T heorem  12. jur is the measure whose potential realizes the minimum
among all such potentials ?5(^), as satisfy the condition (3. 5 ).
The proof is somewhat trivial, since fji^  is considered as the balayaged measure 
of V,
3.2. Stable boundary points, A  point (in other words, bZ^E x I.
is said to be stable) that is, a stable boundary point of K  is nothing but a regular 
boundary point with respect to the balayage in the present sense.
T heorem  13. A  point x^d K  is stable, i f  and only i f  Thus, any
stable point is characterized by another simple condition^
(3 .6 ) ^C^/jt)Cx')=(/)(_iUrXx') fo r  every /ie3J^+(iT).
We show before beginning the proof a useful Lemma:
L e m m a  6. I f  i T i n M J (iT )  and ix is a basic measure o f  /T, then we have
In fact, 0( v ) ( 3;)===v"(0(e2/))=/^'^((^(ey))=/^"((^(£2/)) =  < (^/ )^(3;), whatever y maybe 
in E —K, so that for any  ^HQK') it holds
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(j)(T')dp= (I)(^ u) dT~ (|)i/JOdT~
which comletes the proof of Lemma 6.
P ro o f o f  Theorem 1?>. I )  Let first x^Vo, i.e . s2 ^  E xt. then since
iB ^ r~ ie Z ')^ E x t. M qQK) the basic measure of (S^j)F is uniquely determined, hence 
itself, and moreover it must be equal to a point measure By,yeK, which 
is a direct consequence of Theorem 2. By the property 4) of potential, we obtain 
X=^y and thus
2)  Conversely, suppose that (eJ r nevertheless were not an extreme
point of M lQ K ),  and set now for fT, v ^ ^ M liK ), [x with
basic measure ix ,v £ W l{K ) respectively. Owing to the above Lemma, we have
=  and since the balayage is unique, it must be that Ba;—
Q f i F  ^ SO that / I f = I ^ f= S c g  and consequently Since f i  by hypo­
thesis, there must exist such a ^(//)eZT(^)(/i 6 9}^(J5:—iT.)) that
/^^(/ )>£^(/ )>v^ (/ ),''^  f  =KtJi),
16) In fact, suppose that for every B\E )r \H QK )  /^'^(^(T))=y^(9 (T )), then it follows
/i'"(/) =  y'^(/) for every f  ^  H ( K ) ;  thus, yields the assertion.
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and hence which is a contradiction. Thus, is extreme
in
3)  (e,;) F implies directly that 0 (/^ ) ( j^ ) =
Conversely, from (2 .6 ; it follows that =
on the other hand, it is obvious that 
for every i^ ). Combining these, we have
(t>(./lF')d£a;= ^ CjUr') ex'). 
^CjoOdCsr,')^  for all
(l)(y)d<ie^yp
fd iz^ v  for every
from which ( e j r — Thus, the proof of Theorem 13 is completed.
In the case of Newtonian potential in we assert:
T h eo rem  14. I f  K  is a set o f  Lebesgue measure nu ll  ^ all points o f  K  are 
stable.
P roo f, For each y^E , consider the integral means of C^e^ ;) and of ^ ( (O r )  on 
the sphere Sy, r with center y and radius r, then since Jly,r{^K  is a null set for 
^^-dimensional Lebesgue measure and 0 (0  —0((£a;)r) in E —K , we have
nir
where dv denotes the ^^-dimensional volume element and Wr the total volume of 
a sphere with radius r. Letting r -> 0 , we have 0(£j(3^)==9^((£Or)(3^) for every 
y eE , so that it concludes Sr^-Ce^)f > as desired.
3. 3 . The case o f  general closed sets. For a non compact closed set F  with 
the relatively compact complement E —K, we are able to define the balayage by 
analogy to 2.4 and 3.1, in adding the unit to H { F )  and compactifying F. The
dix>most important difference from the compact case is that it may be
The case in which E - F  is not open or BE is not compact is of less interest, 
so that omitted here.
§4. Regu lar Points and Stable Points.
4. 1 . Characterization o f  regu lar or stable points. We are now in a position 
to investigate the regular or stable boundary points more critically: The next 
theorem is a summarization of the properties of them (however, the assertion 
about stable points is just only a version of Theorem 13). We treat here ex­
clusively either relatively compact D  or compact K.
T h e o re m  15. The following three conditions are mutually equivalent)
17) If in M o(i^) and v\-^v vaguely, we have f )  f ) ^ \ im ^ fdvk^^ f  dv.
i) (resp. X or equivalently eZ^Ext.M lCD) (resp, eZ^Ext.MlCK')'),
ii) (resp, (O r==O
iii) A x ') (resp. f ( x ) = f r { x ) )  fo r  every feB C E ).^ )
Before beginning the proof, we propose an important Lemma which w ill be 
available to prove the Theorem itself.
L e m m a  7. I f  /xk-^ /T in M l(D ) ,  then Cju,\)r-^Cju)r vaguely.
In fact, for all continuous feB Q E ) we have
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frdjm=lim frd /J t\= lirn fd( j^utx) r^.
Refering to the property 5) of potential, we conclude the assertion.
We shall now prove Theorem 15 in such a direction that i ) ^ i i )  and i i )^ i i i ) .
i )% ii ) :  i)-> ii) is clear by Theorem 4, i). The proof of i i )-> i )  is somewhat 
complicated. Suppose first that (Or=£a; nevertheless eZ'^Ext. M q(D ) ;  set then 
£Z=^C/jT + p' )^ for /TfP^eMo(D), /Ti^p ,^ with basic measures /jl, p respectively. 
For the sequences {/ix) such that /xx-^/T and {px} such that px-^p" in M q(D ), we 
see by the above Lemma that-^(/^a+i^a) converges vaguely to (^x) ? since 
(/xx-\-Px) converges to eZ in M l (D ) . Therefore, one concludes that
from which /Xr=Pr=Bx- By the same way as in the second part 2) of the proof 
for Theorem 13, we have finally /T=p^= C ,  which is contradictory with the as­
sumption.
ii)% iii): ii)-> iii) is an immediate consquence of (3.4), while iii)-> ii) is also
fdzx= fd(Ex)r for every f e B (E ) .  Thus, Theoremclear, because iii) implies 
15 is completely proved.
T heorem  16. I f  xedD is stable with respect to D, then it is regular with 
respect to D.
Proof. It holds always
(4 .1 ) 0 (/« )S 0 (/^ r)S 0 (/ir)-
for all /xe'^l^(D), so that <l)(/x)(x)=i)(/xr)(x^ implies (l>(/x)(x) =  ^ (/xr)(x), which 
proves the Theorem.
4.2. Simple sufficient condition fo r  stable or regular point. Hereafter on, 
we shall restrict ourselves within the case of Newtonian potentials in R^(n^3 ). 
From the property that x is stable if and only if eZeExt. M t (K ^ ,  we get shortly 
a simple criterion in order that x be a stable boundary point, as an application
*) <p(u)r=(p((i^ fc)r)-i-4^ (uE-s:)
of Theorem 15; that is,
T h e o re m  17. I f  we can draw in the outside o f  K  an osculating sphere Zl to 
dK  at a point x^ d K , then x is a stable boundary point o f  K.
In fact, let and ro be the center and radius of I ]  respectively, and take 
now an inner point z on the segment combining x and Xq\ suppose further ^
( i p T (I for having the basic measures respectively,
then owing to Lemma 6 we have
(4 .2 ) eSCKO) + v X ^ (O ) ] ;
on the other hand, one sees z^^NnrV'^<Nnr'^-’^ {x,z)=^^{z^<ix)
whenever yQi^x') e so that (4.2 ) is held if and only if By the same
fashion as in the second part 2) of the proof for Theorem 13, it must be ix ~ )T  
=e^, from which follows a contradiction. Thus, Theorem 17 is proved.
Refering to Theorem 16, we assert also;
C o r o l l a r y .  I f  we can draw an outer osculating sphere Zl to dD at any point 
xedD , then x is a regu lar boundary point o f  D.
4. 3. F urther characterization in From the above Theorem 17, we
can deduce another characterization for stable or regular points, which w ill play 
an important role in the next paragraph concerning to Dirichlet’s problem:
T h eo rem  18. A  necessary and sufficient condition that xedDCOK) be regu la r 
(^stable) is that f o r  any sequence o f  points y, ye such that y x we have
(ey)r Ba,) vagucly.
P roo f. We shall prove the assertion only in the case of compact K, however 
it is quite all the same to the case of open D.
1°). Assume to be a stable point of iT, then according to y x one sees
l im / ; (3^ )-  Iim
2/->as y-^ x »
^  Iim/(>-)=/(;(;),
V-^ X
for any continuous feB^(^E^, from which it comes that (e</)r vaguely owing 
to the property 5) of potential.
2° ).  Conversely, we shall next show by using a self contradiction that, if x 
is not stable, there exists such a sequence of points {y },y -^X y  in K  that (ey)r 
does not converge vaguely to • Suppose now it were not so; since x is not sta­
ble by assumption, we can take a measure such that 0 (// )(;r )>0(^r)(A :), 
and for such /i it would hold that
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Iim 0 (//;)( 3;) =  Iim
whatever {y} may be. For a suitable open sphere with center jr, we would 
have (I)Qhf' ) f or any On the other hand, ^(//) being lower
semi-continuous, there exists a sphere such that (f)CjUr)Cz)==(l)Cu)Cz')>^CuF')Cx') 
for all ze Then, for every sphere Zla, with center x  contained in
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(4.3) dv>  ^ CjUfX x '),
ZjOS2 »
where dv denotes the volum.e element in which however contradicts itself with 
the fact that 0(/ir) is superharmonic in E. Thus, Theorem 18 is completely 
proved.
Remark I ) .  The proof 1°) remains valid, as is easily seen, even if E  is not 
thus restricted in Euclidean space R^; that is, in general, we assert that i f  x is 
stable to K , converges vaguely to fo r  any sequence o f  points y, y ^ K , such 
that y X.
Remark 2). The condition in Theorem 18 for regular points is well strengthen­
ed by taking exclusively a sequence { 3 }^ consisting only of inner points, i,e. y^D . 
Indeed, replacing ZlSoiT by I ]^ n A  all the proof remains valid; (4.3) is also as­
sured since B D - F q is a null set for ^-dimensional Lebesgue measure, and (ey)F— y^ 
for every ye Fo.
§5. Kepresentation Theorems and Applications to Dirichlet’s Problem.
5 .1 . Linear space H(^Fq), and the representation. Though, considering H<iU) 
as an archimedian partially ordered vector space, we can represent onto a
linear subspace II(Ao') of C (Jo), Ao=Ext. M t (D ) ,  under a Iinearorder isomorphism 
and isometry (see R. V. Kadison [6], Theorem 2.1), it is less fitted for our present 
position to apply it to the Dirichlet’s problem, because ffCAo) is not necessarily 
dense in C(Ao).
Thus, we need to investigate the representation of some normed linear sub­
space H (F o ) of H (D ),  whose definition is given just below, and through this 
representation theory we approach to a new solution of Dirichlet’s problem. For 
the actual purpose, assume always that Z) is a relatively compact set in R ’^ (n '>3) 
vvith Newtonian potential or in the unit circle \z\<l in with logarithmic 
potential. In the case, H. Cartan has constructed such a continuous (f)(a) e B -^ (E )
(such a shall be called H. Cartan's measurey^^ that (J) (a )  d JUL= (f)(a)du implies
18) In fact, choose £>0 as smaller than (p(fi) (x) — cp( f^LF)(x); then since <p(/i) is continuous 
in E —K, for a suitable it holds (l>(jio)(z)>cp(fi)(x) —S^cp(JiF)(X) for all ze^xr^(E  
- K ) .
19) H. Cartan [4], 21.
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/Ui--V for Using this measure a, we can state:
L e m m a  8. Every regular (o r stable^ point in dD is characterized by a single 
condition ;
(5 .1 ) c^Ca')Cx' )^ =  (l>CarXx') ( T e s p = ^ C a r X x ) X
Moreover, any /ir (or /ip), /jieW+(D'), is distributed in Po (resp. Vo), and dD 
- P o  is of capacity 0.
■»
Indeed, (j)(a)(ix') — (}>(ar)(x ')= <l)Ca)d(s:,)r implies that ea,= (£a;)r and the converse 
is trivia l; this is all the same for (O r .  Thus, one sees that 
{(/)Ca')>^(ai'') in d D ~Fo, 
in dD—Vo.
(5. 2 )
I f  ju? has a portion (//r)  ^distributed in dD—Fo, then putting —
we have
<
[a°r')d(ix?')^^
(J)Ca^dCjUrX,
which is absurd since /ir is also the balayage of jur itself. The same is true 
for /Jir. From the first inequality of (5.2) follows immediately the last assertion 
since (j)Ca') =  Xo^r') in 0D excepting a set of capacity 0. This completes the proof.
D efin it io n  3. HCD, T o )  Cor HCD, V o ) )  /5 a normed linear subspace o f  HCD) 
Cresp. HCDX consisting o f all such functions as are uniform ly continuous in To 
Cresp. V o ) ,  and HCFo) Cor HCVoX is a normed linear space o f  all the restrictions 
f  o f  f^  HCD, Fo) Cresp.  ^HCD, V q) )  on Fo Cresp, V o )  with respect to the norm
(5. 3) Il/11P = S U P  \ fCx)\ (II/ I L q=  sup |/ (:^ )i).
xer. xev.
L e m m a  9. HCD, Fo) is isometrically isomorphic to HCF0)  in an order preserv­
in g  fashion, and so is HCD, Vo) to HCV0),
In fact, owing to Lemma 8, one has
I Z ( ^ ) I - ro»
for every x^D , so that Il /  ||i>Sll /  I! /  llpo^ll /  ||i> being clear, one concludes
Il/  IId= Il/  IIj q^. It is all the same for ||/||fo, and the rest is somewhat trivial. 
Theorem  19. HCF0)  is dense in C X r 0).
Proof. In fact, every heCu^Fo') has a uniquely determined continuous exten­
sion h up to Po and a further arbitrary continuous extension h with compact sup­
port in E. For such h, there exists a sequence of continuous fjeB C E ') which 
converges to h uniformly in E\ for each j ( f j ) r  is equal to / j on To, hence 
uniformly continuous there since /j is continuous in A ,  that is, (/ j)r  As
is easily seen, such sequence {(/ j )r }  converges to h=h  uniformly on A ,  in other 
words, with respect to the norm of Thus, Theorem 19 is completely proved.
Now, Cw(ro) forms a commutative Banach algebra with respect to the point- 
wise product, and as is well known, Cu(Pq) is isomorphically isometric to C (A r), 
where is compact and To is homeomorphic to a dense part Ar of Ar. Thus 
we can arrange these results into:
T heorem  20 (Representation theorem). A linear subspace H (D , Po) o f  H (D )  
is isomorphic to a dense subspace o f C (A r) under a norm- and order-preserving 
fashion, where Ar is compact and To is homeomorphic to a dense space Ar o f  it.
Remark I. Here, Ar=Ext. S t for the unit sphere in the dual space (Cu(Po))"^ 
to Cu(Po) ; in this case, since Cu(Po) is commutative, every functional in Ext. S t 
is multiplicative and hence positive, so that with the same notation as in §1 one 
sees
Ext. S t= E x t. M J (A ) .2^ )
Remark 2. Since every f e H (Fo ) is uniformly continuous in To, it is well 
prolonged up to the closure i'o of Po without raising the norm. Such prolonged
ones / of fe  H (F q)  form a linear subspace H (Fo) of C (A ) .  Obviously, we have
H ( F q ) ^ H ( F q )  and a (A )= C (A )^ C (2 r ),^ ^ >
therefore, H (Fo) is dense in C (A ) .  But, it should be noticed that, for a point 
xeFo — Fo,f(^x) is not generally equal to f ( x ) ;  in order to avoid any confusion of 
such a kind, we have adopted the representation of H (D ,F o ) mto C (A r) as in the 
above Theorem, although the latter (that is, representation into C (F o )) seems to 
be more simple.
5.2. Application to Dirichlefs problem. From Lemma 9 and Theorem 19, 
we obtain the solution of Dirichlet’s problem as follows:
T heorem  21. For every fe  C (OD), there exists the unique solution f  o f  
Dirichlefs problem with respect to D, which satisfies;
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20) About these matter, see e.g. R. V. Kadison [6], S. Matsushita [9], etc.
21) The symbol ^  indicates an isomorphism which preserves the order (and hence norm) 
structures.
d) f  is harmonic in D and bounded in D,
b) Iim f(x ')= f(ixo ') fo r  xeD  and XoeFo, that is, excepting a set o f capacity
X-^ Xq
0, the boundary-values o f f  coincide with f ix ').
Proof, Existence of the solution: For each point xe D  and any sphere 2]«. 
with center x, included in D, the integral operators and being the spheri­
cal measure on such that
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hdCey)rdXxCy') ,hdCex)r, XxCh) =
ro tx ro
are both bounded linear functionals (actually, of norm I )  on HCPo'), which coincide 
with one another, since on H(DyPo) so are those that C (h )=hC x) C=eZ(h)) and
XxQh) =
are uniquely prolonged to C^(Fo), on which t%=Xx, too. Thus, for feCQdD), the 
restriction /ro of /  in Po is contained in CuiPo) and
hCy)dXx(y)C=XxCh)). Since H ( P o )  is dense in C u ( P o ) ,  both and Xz
2jas
(5 .5 ) f ix ')  =
Fo dD
/ (i ;^ = ;s (/ ro )= s ;(/ ro )= / (^ ). The condi-
t/ 2-tOG
is the desired one, because one has 
tion b) is an immediate consequence of Theorem 18, 4.3.
Uniqueness of the solution follows from the general property of harmonic func­
tions that if /  and g  are bounded harmonic in D and, excepting a set of capacity 
O in dD, their boundary-values are identical, then f = g  in D (a  proof of this fact, 
however, shall be given in the later section independently from the present proof), 
which completes the proof of Theorem 21.
The case of non relatively compact domain D  with compact dD is also ana­
logically treated, but it is needful in this case to set up a further condition for 
/, in addition to a), b) in Theorem 21, such that
c) fe  Loo(D), i,e, l im f (x )= 0 ,
X-^ oo
since (sx)r converges vaguely to O as a: runs to the infinite, as is easily seen.
An analogue of Theorem 21 for Cu(Vo) is easily obtained; employing the above 
obtained results, we can prove
T heorem  22. For every feCu (Vo )  (hence, fo r  f e C ( d D ) ) ,
(5 .6 ) fK x )= \ fd (e x r r
is a harmonic function in D, which has the property; Iim f ^ (x )= f (x o )  fo r  xeD,
X- X^o
XoeVo.
22) About the definition of Aa; (spherical distribution on J]®), refer to 2. 2.
In fact, /  has a continuous extension feCuCPo), then owing to Theorem 19, 
there exists a sequence of g e H (ro ') which converges to /  uniformly on To, and 
hence to /  on Vo. The integral functionals (with the same notations as in (5 ,4 )):
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fdCsy)rd:^Xy')
Fo
are both bounded linear on CuCFo'), and satisfy etC g )=  gdC^ e^ )^^  ^
J  FO J La;
gfiy^dXx—^tCg) for every / ^ (A ), since is harmonic in D. Thus, on 
C uir^ ), so that / *  is harmonic in D. The rest is clear by Theorem 18.
5.3. Extension o f  boundary functions in D irich le fs  problem: Here we con­
sider only ^^-dimensional Euclidean space R^Cn^S) with Newtonian potentials and 
assume always that D  is relatively compact. Now, assume further dD  to be a 
measure space with respect to a certain measure m such that 1 ° )  m( X ) - O  for 
any set X d d D  of capacity 0, 2° ) every bounded potential is m-measurable on 
dD,
T heorem  23. F o r every essentially bounded m-measurable function  f  on dD, 
there corresponds a bounded harmonic function f  in D  such that', i f  f  is con­
tinuous in a neighborhood Z7(xo) o f  a regular boundary point then fCx~) 
fCxo') as Xe D  Xq, and i f  f  is continuous excepting a set o f  capacity 0, such f  is 
uniquely determined.
Let us denote by M(dD~) the Banach space of all m-measurable essentially 
bounded functions with respect to the norm | / 1| e s s .  max \ f(^x~)\ (i.e. essential
asedD
maximum). AU f e H ( D )  form a linear subspace H (O D ) of M (O D ). Then we 
see that H (O D ) is dense in M (O D ): in fact, suppose now this were not so, and 
take a non-trivia I functional on M (O D ), which vanishes on H (O D ). From a 
general investigation about the conjugate space of M (O D ), we conclude that such 
defines a Radon measure (  on OD, for which f  ( X )  =O on every set of X  of 
capacity 0. P
For H. cartan’s measure a cited in 5.1, we have by hypothesis <j)(a)d^==^
a?)dS =  ^ ( ( ] ) (a r ) )= 0 ,  since we have cj)(a )~(l)(a?) on OD excepting a set of 
capacity 0 ; so that, f  itself must be null measure and ^^"=0, contradicting with 
the hypothesis. Then, the bounded linear functionals and x e D , defined 
similarly as in (5 .4 ) on M (O D ) are coincident, since so on H (O D ), which implies 
that f ( x ) — fd (e ^ r  is harmonic in D. Owing to the fact that if Xq^Fq, (b^^?J dD
converges vaguely to eo=. as xeD -^ X o  and hence so is the restriction of (O r  in 
U (xo ), and by the same reason appeared in the proof of uniqueness for Theorem 
21, the rest is somewhat clear.
We remark that this Theorem involves Theorem 21 entirely and yet its proof 
is quite independent of the latter.
%
C o r o l l a r y .  W ith  the same f  as above, fd (e^p  is harmonic in D
and i f  f  is continuous in a neighborhood £/(xo) o f  a stable point ;i:o(eVo), / * (r )-^  
/(ato) as X   ^D - ^ X q  ,
Appendix I. We consider exclusively R'^(n^3') and Newtonian potentials. Sup­
pose first that has a compact support. Since (J)Cju)eL o o for a suita­
ble positive number k, g=^Cju) r ^ k e arid f  = (I)Q fi)-g  vanishes outside of a 
relatively compact open set U . f  being lower semi-coritinuous, there exists a se­
quence of continuous functions f j  such that f j /  /; then, putting / 5= ( / j — 
we see easily / }  /  again and f ]  has a compact support wholly contained in 
U. Owing to the property 5) of potential, for each f ]  there exists a continuous 
potential 0(v j)^ O  such that
and (])(yj) vanishes clearly outside of U. A s is  easily seen, for every
j  and 0 (v j)/ ^ / , so that, putting which is continuous in E,(j)j/(j)ifx)
as desired.
I f  the support F  of is not compact, we can take a sequence of
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compact sets K j  such that K jd in t . Kj+i and {JK j'D F ) denote now the restriction 
of /LI in K j  by juij and for each consider in the above sense, then (J)Qiij)/
(J)Qju) and hence (J)j / (J)Qfi) as desired.
Appendix I I .  We shall prove next that if two harmonic functions /  and g  have 
the same boundary-values excepting a set (9 of capacity O in dD, then f = g  in D\ 
with the same notations as in 5. 2, consider at fiirst the sequence of domains D j 
CLD  such that Qx) for spheres Qx) with center for all xeS^ —
Q dD ~ro )\ j8 , which being the set of capacity 0, and radius pj=l/2\  Clearly, 
D j(ZDj+i, Iim D j= D ,  and all the boundary points of each D j are regular (refer to 
Theorem 17) .^ 4) For an arbitrarily fixed x^D , there exists an index io such that
23) (• )"  means the positive part of (0 .  (*)U0.
24) Let us prove each XQ '^dDj — dCiJSpj'ix)) to be regular with respect to dDj\ take now a 
neighborhood U(^Xq)  contained in 'dDj — 'd{\J Spj(^x)). For fe Co(U'^Xo)), we see that
^ ^^ /d (ea , ' ) ] =Rx ' ) =  ^ ^  f (xa)  as xeDj~*xo,
since /  is continuous in dDj,  so that ((<?«)5)z7 (so) and hence (6x)j vaguely, from
which the assertion.
xeDj  for every j ^ j o .  Denote by (O®. the balayage of AreDj In dDj and by 
(/—1,2) the restriction of (eas)j in dDjnOD and that in ODj—dD respectively; a 
subsequence of { (O j }  converges vaguely to a certain measure v on dD and, as
» fh
0 (0  S  on dD, 0(v) is bounded in E, while Iim d (e^ ]=  dv< 
J  7 J J
+  0 0 . Therefore, v must be distributed in dD—8o and we can see that \f—g\Csrd) 
converges to \f—g\u=0,^^  ^ so that
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\f-g\d(e.yj
d D J
\f-g\dv=0,
d D
and, x e D  being arbitrary, f = g  in D,
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